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" .. an interesting book that tells the naked truth about what human life is, a little difficult for those
who are adherents of Hinduism to understand Kannada The novel tells about the life of people in

North India, in that part of it where people do not understand and do not accept the Hindu religion,
and people in North India are mostly Muslims. In general, this is a novel about one of the families,

about a family in which not one person, but the whole family, consists of two generations.
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book published this year'mookajjiya kanasugalu book mookajjiya kanasugalu in hindi published this
year'mookajjiya kanasugalu by sir jamadagniQ: How do I get the size of an ImageView and display a

ProgressDialog in the same time? I have an ImageView and I want to display a progress dialog to
show that my app is working on something. So far I am trying to do this using this code: ImageView

imageView = (ImageView) findViewById(R.id.video);
imageView.setImageResource(R.drawable.video_suspended); int width = imageView.getWidth(); int
height = imageView.getHeight(); new DownloadProgressDialog(GetTwitterImage.this, "Downloading

image...", R.drawable.video_suspended, width, height).show(); ThreadPoolExecutor executor =
ThreadPoolExecutor.newInstance(10, 10, 0L, TimeUnit.MILLISECONDS, new SynchronousQueue());

executor.execute(new Runnable() { public void run() {
imageView.setImageBitmap(decodeSampledBitmapFromAsset(aCachedImage)); } }); I have an
AsyncTask set to get an image from the internet and to save it to my local database using an

AsyncTask called Downloader. So first I try to use an image from my drawable folder but it doesn't
work. I think this means that it is trying to get an image from the folder that I want to get the image
from. I had made a silly mistake and tried to put an image as a string (R.drawable.video_suspended)
instead of an image resource (R.drawable.video_suspended). I was not able to get this fixed. I was
only using an image as a string so that I could get the size of an image and display it in a progress

dialog at the same time. But in my code the problem is that the size gets displayed and the progress
dialog doesn't get displayed and the image doesn't get displayed. A: you can't do both at the same

time. Any image loading or c6a93da74d
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